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Jorge Cervantes is to marijuana cultivation what Martha Stewart is to home decorating. In the last thirty years, 
Cervantes' fascination with cannabis has led him around the world, discovering wisdom about the medicinal plant for five books, a 
monthly column for High Times magazine, and dozens of DVDs. His 1983 publication, Indoor Marijuana Cultivation, is now in its fifth 
edition, and his Marijuana Horticulture: The Indoor/Outdoor Medical Grower’s Bible sold 50,000 copies last year and was recently 
translated into Dutch, French, and German.

Much of Cervantes’ acquired wisdom appears in Ultimate Grow DVD, which is a beginner’s guide to starting a successful marijuana
‘grow room’. Chapters in the DVD include: Growroom Construction, Air and Circulation, Lights Lamps and Electricity, Cloning,
flowering, harvest, and hash making. Looking a little bit like an Hispanic Frank Zappa with dreadlocks, Cervantes starts off with the
basic structure of an 8’ x 8’ room. Taking a best practices approach, Cervantes shows you how to create conditions that enhance
growth to choosing an air exhaust fan for maximum effect. Cervantes makes the process look extremely easy, although he’s very
meticulous about equipment and the atmosphere the plants need to grow in.

Perhaps this is a bit of stereotyping, but it seemed like the patience and effort involved in growing weed are not characteristic of the 
typical cannabis enthusiast. Considering the loving attention Cervantes shows the crop he develops for the DVD, this is not a hobby 
for the weak-willed. Many people would find it easier to cultivate contacts in the retail end of the business rather than start from 
scratch. However, the tips Cervantes offers in Ultimate Grow will pay large dividends for those really interested in making their own 
marijuana gardens.

For the most part, Ultimate Grow concentrates on Professors Cervantes’ College of Horticulture, as it should. Unfortunately, the film is
marred somewhat by some lame routines by Canadian phenomenon The Trailer Park Boys, and dialogue by marijuana entrepreneur
“Chiara”, complete with rubber clown mask, is muffled. But these things don’t matter. The real star here is Cervantes, whose quiet
confidence in everything marijuana will have you seriously thinking about starting your own drug cartel. Cervantes uses his charming
presence to good effect, invoking humor into what could be a moribund treatise on horticulture. 

Whether you’re a curious bystander, an amateur enthusiast, or looking to become a serious professional, Jorge Cervantes’ Ultimate
Grow DVD offers fresh perspectives on the art and enjoyment of growing pot. While I doubt Cervantes will ever become a household 
name like Martha Stewart, certainly some pretty cool households will be grateful for his assistance. Ultimate Grow is an unexpected 
treat among thousands of dull home improvement videos.

Larry Sakin is a former music executive and non-profit medical organization administrator. He advocates for literacy issues
and provides advocacy training for grassroots and non-profit groups around the country.
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